Teaching admin working group (Tim)

PATH/EUCLID integration: meeting with ISG next week to discuss, Gillian has quantified the benefits of doing this.

LearnAPI: disseminated to TEL, present to CHSS CCPAG.

TSP role -> Learn role mappings: formalised, changes not yet applied.

Workflow and supporting systems for collection and dissemination of courseworks: discussed and proposal for new streamlined approach in 2022/3 will require some development effort.

Discussion board working group (Tim / Bjoern)

All complete. Report produced.

Report from Submissions systems working group (Bjoern)

Meeting yet to be scheduled.

Report Forum server rooms working group (Boris)

Each Director of Institute was provided with a list of their servers, asked to verify who was responsible for each server and to nominate any servers for decommissioning. A few servers were nominated and have been or are in the process of being decommissioned. IPAB have yet to respond. Still working through the returns from each Institute to update the information in our asset management system.

Report from Web strategy working group (Alastair)

The database has now been fully populated and a meeting of the working group scheduled for 23rd Feb 2022.

Report from Cyber Security working group (Alastair)

The group met in late December. We agreed :-

- that CSG is the appropriate governance forum
- a working group will map out risks
- we will wait on deliberations at College/CCPAG on mapping out key roles and responsibilities
- Alastair will read and understand the University’s Information Security Standards
- for each category (managed desktop, managed server, self-managed desktop, self-managed server etc)
  - attempt to map out the level of compliance and risk against each IS standard
- We need to consider how to improve our compliance with the University mandatory IT security training